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A New Military Culture 
for Taiwan
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Discipline is the soul of an army. It makes small numbers  

formidable; procures success to the weak, and esteem to all.

 — GEORGE WASHINGTON

Although deterrence failed against Moscow and Hamas, Taipei and 
Washington still have time — though perhaps not much — to dissuade 
Beijing from “rolling the iron dice.” This chapter addresses two im-
portant vulnerabilities in Taiwan’s military culture that Taipei should 
address urgently: its lack of preparation for a protracted war and lack 
of readiness to mobilize quickly. (In different ways, this is also true of 
Taiwan’s partners, the United States, Japan, and Australia, which will 
be discussed in subsequent chapters.) 

Two years of full-scale war in Ukraine — and the eight years of 
low-intensity conflict that preceded it — underscore the potential for 
protraction. A fight for Taiwan may not be short. It could drag on 
for months or even years if it spills over to the wider region. Nor will 
Taiwan benefit from two factors that have helped keep Ukraine in the 
fight: strategic depth and a land border with a US ally across which 
Washington can surge weapons and material. 

Meanwhile, Hamas’s audacious assault on October 7, 2023, re-
minds us that Taiwan should maintain the ability to mobilize rapidly. 
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That Hamas’s planning went undetected and its extensive preparations, 
even when visible, weren’t well understood at the time proves that de-
termined adversaries can still achieve the element of surprise, even in 
today’s information-rich environment.

Deterring Beijing will ultimately require convincing Xi Jinping that 
he cannot achieve his military objectives with respect to Taiwan.1 To 
this end, the more Xi thinks that Taiwan can and will resist an inva-
sion for as long as it takes, the less likely that he will order an attack. 
The wars in Israel and Ukraine show us why Taiwan therefore needs 
a  military — and a society — that is, as US officers like to say, “ready to 
fight tonight” and for as many days and nights as it takes thereafter.

Unfortunately, Taiwan’s military is neither built nor acculturated 
for quick mobilization or prolonged struggle. Taiwanese military plan-
ners assume that they will be able to detect Beijing’s invasion prepa-
rations weeks, if not months, in advance, providing time to arm and 
deploy units, scramble ships and jets, recall and train reservists, and 
pre-stage munitions.2 Yet the reality is that if Beijing attacks, it seems 
highly unlikely that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) will allow 
Taiwan to mobilize unimpeded. At a minimum, Taiwan will have to 
deal with subterfuge, diversion, and disinformation. Realistically, 
Taiwan may have to mobilize its forces while under sustained cyber 
and missile attack. It is possible that Beijing will have infiltrated enough 
sleeper cells into Taiwan to knock out key symbols of national power, 
 command-and-control nodes, and mobilization infrastructure. Thus, 
any realistic plan for mobilization should be designed (and rehearsed) 
for a worst-case scenario, not one that depends on Washington and 
Taipei accurately interpreting Xi’s intentions ninety days in advance. 

Taiwanese doctrine, training, equipment, and organization are all 
based on the notion that a cross-strait war will be short and decisive. 
Indeed, Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense (MND) downplays the 
risk of all-out war altogether, insisting that its posture, capabilities, and 
concepts should be optimized to counter China’s “gray-zone” activities 
(discussed in chapter 6) instead of its most dangerous course of action: 
a large-scale invasion.3 
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To the degree that senior Taiwanese military officers and political 
officials contemplate full-scale war at all, such planning is based on the 
hope that a Chinese invasion fleet can be intercepted and destroyed be-
fore reaching Taiwan’s shores. And while sinking China’s fleet is indeed 
Taipei and Washington’s best strategy (see chapters 5 and 7), we argue 
that training and equipping Taiwan’s ground forces — and citizens — to 
resist Chinese incursions (such as fifth-column saboteurs, PLA para-
troopers, and limited breakthroughs by Chinese amphibious assault 
forces) will put deterrence on an even stronger footing. 

This chapter offers a set of practical and achievable steps to address 
these critical vulnerabilities. We call for cultivating a collective will to 
fight and acquiring the material, organizational, and doctrinal where-
withal to resist a Chinese military onslaught for as long as it takes. In 
essence, we advocate for using social depth to offset Taiwan’s lack of 
geographic depth. 

The chapter starts by reviewing Taiwan’s long-standing approach 
to organizing and training its active, conscript, reserve, and civil de-
fense forces, as well as the Tsai administration’s reforms. It will discuss 
some lessons learned about rapid mobilization from the Israel Defense 
Forces (IDF), which has more experience quickly recalling and fielding 
a highly capable reserve force in wartime than any other military in the 
world. It concludes by addressing the impediments to defense reform 
and offering both an overarching blueprint for change and a set of 
practical policy recommendations for getting from here to there.

The Military Taiwan Has

Taiwan’s military looks imposing, at least on paper. It consists of an 
all-volunteer, full-time (active) force augmented by short-service con-
scripts and a reserve force divided into an army, navy, air force, and 
marine corps.4 Although the active force has an authorized end strength 
of 175,000 uniformed personnel, the MND has consistently struggled 
to reach this goal.5 As of 2023, the active force had 169,000 service 
members, approximately 160,000 of whom were full-time volunteers 
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and the remainder of whom were four-month conscripts.6 The reserve 
force can, at least in theory, recall up to two million former troops.7 

Although national service is mandated under Taiwan’s constitution, 
most conscripts currently serve for just four months. Over the past 
two decades and across successive Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) 
and Kuomintang (KMT) administrations, the length of mandatory mil-
itary service was reduced from over two years to its current length.8 
This requirement, as we discuss at length below, is once again shifting. 
Starting in January 2024, Taiwanese men born after January 1, 2005, 
can be called to serve for one year. The transition to yearlong conscrip-
tion for a majority of young men should be complete by 2027.9 It is 
also worth noting that as early as 2000, the government began to allow 
those potential conscripts to apply for substitute service by performing 
civilian tasks in lieu of military service.

The Taiwanese military likewise seems to boast a formidable arsenal 
of weaponry.10 The army has 650 main battle tanks (to which it will 
soon add 108 modern US M1A2 Abrams), nearly 200 infantry fight-
ing vehicles, 1,500 armored personnel carriers, nearly 100 attack heli-
copters, and at least 2,000 artillery pieces. The navy has 4 destroyers, 
22 frigates, 44 patrol boats, 2 landing ships (with at least 3 new ones 
under contract), 44 landing craft, and 4 submarines (with 8 indigenously 
produced diesel submarines on the way). And the air force has nearly 
500 combat aircraft. Taiwan’s armed forces are also bristling with an ever- 
growing array of antiair, antiship, and long-range strike missiles. 

In light of the foregoing, why should Washington worry about 
Taiwan’s ability to defend itself against invasion? After all, China must 
project power across the Taiwan Strait to seize, subdue, and occupy 
Taiwan. Amphibious operations are extraordinarily complex to plan 
and execute under the best of circumstances, and the PLA might lack the 
amphibious shipping and combat experience to launch one.11 Moreover, 
conquering Taiwan — whose main island is naturally defensible — would 
require the largest and most complex amphibious assault in history.12 

It is nevertheless our considered view that if Beijing were to launch 
an all-out invasion tomorrow, Taiwan’s military would struggle to hold 
out long enough for the United States and its allies to intervene with 
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decisive force. In particular, Taiwanese doctrine, training, equipment, 
stockpiles, and morale are not well suited for either a protracted strug-
gle or a major attack that catches the island off guard. 

First, Taiwan’s recruiting and retention challenges mean that it does 
not have enough well-trained troops to wage a long fight. The sheer 
disparity between the Chinese and Taiwanese populations of course 
means that the PLA will always dwarf the Taiwanese military. Yet 
Taiwan has consistently struggled to get the most out of the human 
resources that it does have. Endemic recruiting shortfalls in the all- 
volunteer force played a major role in President Tsai Ing-wen’s decision 
to extend conscription.13 

The problem is particularly acute in frontline ground combat units. 
Some of these units are reportedly at 60 percent of their authorized 
end strength.14 Longer terms of conscription could help address this 
gap — but only up to a point. As we discuss below, the existing plan for 
using conscripts entails training and equipping them to handle rear-area 
security and infrastructure protection missions, not frontline combat 
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roles. What is more, it will take three years before the one-year con-
scription scheme is fully up and running.15 Even then, with some con-
scripts seeking waivers or pursuing “substitute service” in non military 
roles, Taiwan’s frontline combat units could still find themselves un-
derstaffed. And although these challenges are most pronounced in the 
enlisted ranks, the MND also struggles to recruit officers. It has there-
fore also had to repeatedly lower the physical requirements and men-
tal standards for all three of its commissioning pathways: the service 
academies, reserve officer training corps, and postgraduation direct- 
commission programs.

Second, Taiwanese doctrine and equipment are predicated on two 
potentially untenable assumptions. One, that the scale of Chinese 
preparations for invasion will give ample advanced warning and there-
fore time for Taiwan to mobilize and posture its forces. And two, that 
Taiwanese forces can go toe-to-toe with a Chinese invasion force in a 
decisive fight for control over Taiwanese airspace, sea-lanes, and ter-
ritory. Both assumptions are problematic. Analysts are also increas-
ingly concerned that China will use large-scale exercises and gray-zone 
activities to mask its preparations while lulling Taiwan into a false 
sense of security. Moreover, as the cross-strait military balance tips 
further and further in China’s favor, the PLA will soon be in a posi-
tion to overwhelm Taiwanese defenders both quantitatively and qual-
itatively.16 Meanwhile, Taiwan has been slow to reorient its military 
toward adopting the large numbers of small, mobile, lethal, and cheap 
weapons discussed in chapter 5. 

Third, Taiwanese military training is neither realistic nor rigorous. 
Recruits spend more time listening to administrative briefs, practic-
ing close order drill, and doing yard work than they do learning com-
bat tactics, techniques, and procedures; first aid; logistics; and land 
navigation.17 Those responsible for leading individual and small-unit 
training — noncommissioned officers (NCOs) and junior officers — are 
themselves not well versed in modern training methods. Unit-level 
field training among active-duty units is not much better. Exercises are 
highly scripted.18 Subordinates worry about passing “bad news” up the 
chain of command. Senior officers micromanage, obsessing over tasks 
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that Western militaries let NCOs handle. Changing this top-heavy, 
highly centralized command culture will take time and dedicated effort. 

Fourth, while Taiwan’s reserve force will be critical to a prolonged 
defense of the country, few Taiwanese or American analysts think that 
the MND will be able to mobilize, train, and equip even a fraction of 
the country’s eligible reservists in a crisis.19 Indeed, only 300,000 or so 
of Taiwan’s total pool of reservists are actually required to participate 
in refresher training under long-standing regulations.20 Moreover, these 
reservists are obligated to do so for only five days every other year. 
And in practice most are recalled less often than that, since capacity 
limitations mean the military can train only around 110,000 reserv-
ists annually.21 Worse yet, reservists waste most of this precious time 
attending PowerPoint briefings and filling out administrative paper-
work.22 Credible reports indicate that the army does not have enough 
rifles or gear to equip more than a fraction of its reservists. 

Fifth, Taiwan lacks the military stockpiles it will need to wage a 
prolonged defense of its main island, much less outlying islands. Much 
attention has been paid to Taiwan’s energy and food needs.23 Yet the 
problem extends to the Taiwanese military. Even in peacetime Taiwan’s 
military struggles to find parts for its many foreign-acquired weapons. 
As a result, less than half of the tanks, armored personnel carriers, and 
self-propelled artillery vehicles acquired from abroad are fully oper-
ational at any given point in time.24 Shortages also plague Taiwan’s 
fleet of aircraft. Less than half could be ready for immediate action in 
a war — a problem made worse by the heavy wear and tear caused by 
flying intercept missions in response to Chinese “gray-zone” provoca-
tions.25 High-profile aviation mishaps have become increasingly com-
mon.26 Alarmingly, the MND does not have nearly enough munitions 
for a high-intensity fight.27 Such stockpiles will prove essential given 
that China will do everything it can to cut Taiwan off from the rest 
of the world in an invasion scenario. At least one open-source report 
suggests that Taiwan might have less than half of the munitions it will 
need for just two days of air combat.28 Taiwan’s ground forces may 
face similar shortages in terms of small arms, ammunition, individual 
weapons, helmets, and flak jackets.29
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Finally, and perhaps most important, Taiwan’s military has a mo-
rale problem — one that taints the way in which it is seen by society. 
Military service is not prestigious and does not confer the same social 
status in Taiwan that it does in other small nations facing difficult odds, 
such as Finland, Estonia, and Israel. 

To understand why, it is important to remember the MND’s or-
igin as the armed forces of the nationalist government. Much in the 
same way that the PLA is a politicized military directly beholden to the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP), for decades the Taiwanese military 
was under the command of, and served as the enforcement arm for, 
the authoritarian KMT regime. To many Taiwanese, Taiwan’s MND 
has not modernized and fully nationalized to keep up with Taiwan’s 
process of democratization. Taiwanese voters are also all too aware 
that not a single person in the entire active military has ever seen com-
bat. It is therefore an untested organization that has not and never had 
to change. Meanwhile, high-profile hazing incidents have soured the 
military’s image in the eyes of younger Taiwanese and the services are 
plagued by corruption and espionage cases. The cumulative result is 
a military sapped of self-confidence and estranged from the society it 
defends. 

The aforementioned lack of rigor and realism in training could be 
making the morale problem worse. Many conscripts and reservists 
think of their service as a waste of time precisely because it is so lack-
ing in substance. Such views may reflect — or drive — a broader skepti-
cism about the degree to which Taiwan’s military is ready to protect 
the island against invasion. Little wonder, then, that Taiwan is still 
struggling to meet its recruiting quotas even as a growing percentage of 
Taiwanese claim, paradoxically, that they would be willing to defend 
Taiwan in the event of war.

The Military Taiwan Wants

To be sure, Taiwan’s political leaders know about these problems and 
have taken steps to address them. President Tsai unveiled the most 
important of such reform initiatives in a nationally televised address 
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on December 27, 2022.30 Her decision to extend conscription from 
four months to one year understandably dominated headlines. But her 
speech also laid out a blueprint for how Taiwan’s military should reor-
ganize itself to defend against an invasion. 

President Tsai described a defense of Taiwan anchored on four mu-
tually reinforcing elements: a main battle force, a standing garrison 
force, a civil defense system, and a reserve force. Serving as Taiwan’s 
first line of defense, the main battle force will be responsible for con-
ducting air, sea, and ground combat operations against an invading 
force. Because it will need to be highly motivated, well trained, well 
equipped, and ready to fight on short notice, President Tsai’s plan is 
to organize the bulk of this 210,000-strong main battle force around 
Taiwan’s 188,000 active-duty soldiers, sailors, air personnel, and ma-
rines, augmented by up to 22,000 conscripts.31 

Meanwhile, the garrison force will handle the proverbial “home 
front” by protecting roads, bridges, intersections, hospitals, airfields, 
and other critical infrastructure; handling rear-area security tasks such 
as guarding command posts and resupply points; and coordinating 
local defensive actions against invading units that might infiltrate the 
front line. Historically, Taiwan’s reserve forces handled these tasks. 
President Tsai, however, worried that reserve units might take too long 
to mobilize. She therefore shifted the garrison mission to the conscript 
force, since these troops will already be trained and on active duty.32 
Indeed, one of the reasons she extended conscription from four months 
to one year was to ensure that Taiwan’s short-term conscripts are ade-
quately prepared to handle this critical task. 

The civil defense system will support both forces. Consisting of cen-
tral and local government agencies augmented by alternative military 
service personnel and volunteers, civil defense units will help coordi-
nate disaster relief, distribute essential supplies, relay critical informa-
tion, oversee public safety, and conduct emergency repairs.33

Finally, President Tsai called for streamlining and repurpos-
ing Taiwan’s massive but unwieldy reserve force.34 Instead of mo-
bilizing to field stand-alone units for frontline combat and garrison 
 defense — for which there might not be enough time in an invasion 
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scenario — reservists will now fall into one of two categories. Those 
with previous experience serving as full-time, active-duty service mem-
bers (e.g., military retirees and those who separated from the military 
before qualifying for a pension) will be placed in reserve units that 
support and replenish the main battle force. Former conscripts, on the 
other hand, will be organized into units that feed into the garrison 
force. Here too, President Tsai said that a longer period of conscription 
will help reduce the amount of time it will take to prepare reservists 
designated to support the garrison force.

Whether President Tsai’s successor, Lai Ching-te, will retain, alter, 
or discard this plan remains to be seen.35

President Tsai clearly recognized that these organizational changes 
were not, by themselves, sufficient. Openly acknowledging that “many 
citizens feel their time in the military was wasted,” she sought to pre-
empt concerns that yearlong conscription was simply going to triple 
the wastage by directing the National Security Council (NSC) and the 
MND to improve military training by studying and, where appropriate, 
emulating how the United States and other advanced militaries prepare 
for war.36 She likewise called on the Taiwanese military to make sure 
conscripts and reservists spend more time handling advanced weapons 
(such as Javelin antitank missiles, Stinger antiair missiles, and drones), 
conducting live-fire exercises, practicing close combat skills, and work-
ing alongside other military and civil defense units. President Tsai also 
sought to reduce public skepticism — particularly among younger citi-
zens impacted by the new mandatory service requirements — by signal-
ing her commitment to improving morale and the quality of life among 
conscripts. Key changes along these lines included increasing conscript 
pay so that it at least comes close to minimum wage rates and ensuring 
that conscripts’ time spent in uniform will “count” for retirement and 
pension purposes.

Nor should the reforms announced in December 2022 be taken 
in isolation. Two preceding changes to the reserve force helped set 
the stage. In May 2021, the Tsai administration created a new agency 
within the MND to coordinate reserve mobilization. Created by merg-
ing two existing, lower-level entities, the All-Out Defense Mobilization 
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Agency was tasked with improving reserve training, coordinating 
across relevant ministries (including those responsible for public health 
and safety), and coordinating combined exercises with US National 
Guard units. The Tsai administration elevated the All-Out Defense 
Mobilization Agency’s stature within the Ministry of National Defense 
and increased the size of its full-time staff to 150. 

The second significant change came in early 2022, when the MND 
unveiled a new pilot program for reserve training.37 As highlighted 
above, Taiwanese reservists are typically recalled for five to seven days 
of training a maximum of four times over an eight-year period. Under 
the new system, reservists will participate in a fourteen-day training 
exercise, albeit only twice over an eight-year period. (As a practical 
matter, reservists therefore spend the same amount of time training 
under both schemes.) But whereas the existing annual weeklong train-
ing program mostly entails lectures and close order drill, the MND’s 
goal is to make the fourteen-day training plan as rigorous and realistic 
as possible. Although the MND intends to assess this pilot program 
through at least 2025, the plan is to send fifteen thousand reservists 
a year through the fourteen-day training cycle, with priority going to 
reservists who have recently completed their mandatory service. 

Building a Better Military

President Tsai’s blueprint for defense reform is an improvement on 
the status quo. Even so, a military organized, trained, and equipped 
along these lines will, by itself, still struggle to deter — let alone 
 defeat — a determined Chinese attack, because it does not address the 
fundamental challenges posed by strategic surprise and protraction. 
Nor are these ongoing reforms a silver bullet for solving the inter-
connected problems of institutional culture, public perception, and 
organizational morale.

To ensure that Taiwan’s defense posture is built on the strongest 
foundation possible, we suggest that Taiwan’s newly elected presi-
dent, Lai Ching-te, reinforce these aforementioned military reforms in  
three ways. 
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Clean House within the MND

First, it is time to “clean house” within the MND. The main obstacles to 
meaningful and enduring change stem from bureaucratic  resistance — not 
from ignorance of what needs to be done. Therefore, Taiwan’s new 
administration should identify and promote  officers —  regardless of 
rank — who support change, are willing to explore and embrace new 
war-fighting concepts, and agree that national defense is a whole-of- 
society mission. In turn, this younger, more invigorated military lead-
ership should prioritize or otherwise invest in professional military 
education as well as realistic and rigorous training methods based on 
the most relevant models around the world. Most challenging of all, 
these new military leaders must begin the painstaking, but urgent, work 
of building a culture of initiative, toughness, and risk acceptance at all 
levels of the Taiwanese military apparatus. 

Look to Israel, not the United States, as the Archetype

Second, although the United States is and should continue to be the 
most important military training partner of Taiwan, the US military 
is not the best model for Taiwan. Small countries facing large foes, 
such as Ukraine, Estonia, Finland, Lithuania, and, perhaps most of all, 
Israel, are better archetypes. Taiwan should closely observe the defense 
concepts and cultures of these countries and rapidly adapt best prac-
tices for Taiwan. 

Take Israel, which has less than half Taiwan’s population and lacks 
the seas and mountains that protect Taiwan. Yet Israel has, by itself, 
won every war it has fought and — until Hamas’s murderous rampage 
on October 7, 2023 — deterred enemies from attempting an invasion 
for fifty years, despite facing numerically superior and technologically 
sophisticated foes such as Iran. 

The secret ingredient that serves to catalyze all others into effective 
deterrence is culture. 

In Israel, young men and women participate in compulsory military 
service — a minimum of thirty-two months for men and twenty-four 
months for women. They train frequently and realistically as reserv-
ists. After their active-duty service, Israelis tend to stick with, and train 
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with, the same reserve units for many years, creating cohesive fighting 
teams that can mobilize quickly. 

Military service is held in high esteem across Israeli society. Men 
and women compete to serve in the most elite units the way Americans 
compete to enter Ivy League schools. And soldiers acquire leadership 
and technical skills that enrich Israel’s economy and prosperous tech-
nology sector.

Israel also maintains robust civil defense capabilities that offer a 
potential model for Taiwan.

We recommend that Taiwan bring over retired officers and non-
commissioned officers from Israel (and perhaps from the other coun-
tries just mentioned) to engage in hands-on, long-term work to improve 
the organization and training of all components of Taiwan’s national 
defense. While Israel may balk at official government exchanges given 
its diplomatic relations with Beijing, there is plenty that can be done 
in the unofficial domain. The readiness of Israel, or at least individual 
Israeli retired officers and defense specialists, to advise Taiwan in these 
ways has surely increased in light of Beijing’s aggressively anti-Israeli 
diplomatic and propaganda posture in the wake of the Hamas terrorist 
attacks last October. 

Establish a Territorial Defense Corps within the 
Ministry of the Interior

Third, Taiwan must make national defense a whole-of-society mis-
sion. This means that the MND should not be expected to shoulder 
the sole responsibility for Taiwan’s security or receive by default most 
of the related budget and resources. To this end, the president should 
establish a local (or “territorial”) defense corps within the Ministry 
of the Interior. While national service should continue to form the 
backbone of this scheme, military-aged Taiwanese citizens —  regardless 
of gender — should have an alternative way to serve. Namely, they 
should be able to choose between serving as a one-year conscript in 
the Taiwanese army and joining a local defense force modeled on civil 
resistance schemes such as the Estonian Defense League. Thus, these 
units should be recruited from the communities in which they will train 
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and, in the event of war, fight. Their volunteers should have access 
to well-stocked armories with sufficient numbers of modern weapons, 
ammunition, and protective gear. Local defense forces should also rou-
tinely work alongside emergency responders to be ready to respond to 
natural disasters, such as typhoons and earthquakes.

To be clear, although such local defense forces cannot defeat a large-
scale invasion by themselves, they can make it much harder for China 
to achieve a quick, surprise victory by showing that the Taiwanese 
people have the ability to quickly resist and recover from acts of sab-
otage, subversion, assassination, and war. In a similar vein, a robust 
network of local defenses will help prepare Taiwan for prolonged con-
flict. Simply put, even if China manages to overwhelm Taiwan’s front-
line combat forces, it still needs to control the Taiwanese people. A 
well-organized, trained, and equipped local defense force makes doing 
so far harder. At best, the visible presence of such local forces in every 
Taiwanese community could help persuade Xi that an invasion will not 
succeed at a price he is willing to pay. At worst, if deterrence fails, a 
local defense force campaign can generate international sympathy for 
Taiwan’s plight while buying time for the United States and its allies to 
respond in ways outlined in subsequent chapters of this book. 

Most important of all, a robust local defense system will help con-
vince the Taiwanese people that resistance is possible and that they 
have a meaningful role to play in — and a realistic way to provide 
for — their own defense.

Why bypass the MND by establishing this territorial defense corps 
within the Ministry of the Interior? One reason is that the MND has 
thus far resisted all attempts and recommendations to establish such 
a force — even those offered by Taiwan’s former chief of the General 
Staff.38 Another reason is that placing territorial defense under the 
Ministry of the Interior’s aegis will allow the MND to focus its reform 
efforts on organizing, training, and equipping the main battle force to 
keep the enemy off Taiwan’s beaches. As a matter of practical neces-
sity, Taiwan’s new president should allocate defense spending — and 
the transfer of weapons, gear, and equipment — between the MND and 
the Ministry of the Interior to ensure that this new territorial defense 
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corps has what it needs to get up and running as quickly as possible. 
Taiwanese political leaders should be willing to let these two ministries 
compete with one another by investing in whichever one is most proac-
tive about addressing Taiwan’s defensive needs.39 

To ensure that the Ministry of National Defense and the Ministry 
of the Interior are coordinating their efforts, the president should 
empower the secretary-general of the National Security Council to 
oversee, in close coordination with the premier, a whole-of- society 
national defense. At a minimum, this new local defense scheme will 
need enough initial funding to jump-start recruiting, organizing, equip-
ping, and training. Thankfully, instead of needing to build such a 
force out of whole cloth, the Ministry of the Interior can build on — or 
even integrate — existing grassroots organizations such as the Forward 
Alliance.40 

Obstacles and the Way Forward

Change is hard.41 While Taiwan is already taking important steps in the 
right direction, we are hopeful that President Lai will consider some 
of the ideas we offer above. If he does, he will invariably run into a 
number of obstacles. We conclude by suggesting solutions to three of 
the most significant ones. 

Critics will point to material constraints as a reason to settle for 
Taiwan’s suboptimal readiness for war. No question about it: training 
space is limited. So, too, are critical facilities such as barracks, am-
munition supply points, armories, and firing ranges. Munitions, parts, 
weapons, and protective gear to equip its entire active-duty force, let 
alone anything more than a fraction of its reservists, are also in short 
supply. Acquiring more training space, building more military infra-
structure, and buying more essential gear should therefore be among a 
new administration’s most urgent priorities. 

Critics will also argue that budgetary realities will impede the pur-
suit of these essential items (a point we address below). Yet the fact is 
that Taiwan and the MND continue to spend Taiwan’s scarce defense 
dollars on flashy and expensive weapons platforms that are unlikely to 
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survive a surprise attack or a protracted war.42 Diverting funds from 
costly, doctrinally unsound programs like the indigenous diesel subma-
rine and Yushan-class amphibious assault ship would free up resources 
to build, buy, and stockpile lower-cost, highly lethal things that will 
allow Taiwan to fight tonight — and for as long as it takes thereafter.

Of course, pursuing the types of reforms we suggest above will re-
quire more money than cutting a few big-ticket items will save. The 
hard political fact is that while the Tsai administration did an admirable 
job of increasing defense-spending levels from US$11 billion in 2018 to 
US$19 billion in 2023 (special defense budgets included), Taiwan will 
need to spend even more to get its defenses where they need to be. That 
Taiwan already spends 22 percent of its national budget on defense 
means its elected leaders must be prepared to make difficult changes to 
existing fiscal and tax policies.43

Increased reliance on conscripts should help reduce some of the 
costs associated with fielding a larger and more capable ground defense, 
especially since a plurality of Taiwan’s defense budget goes to cover 
personnel costs and benefits (both of which have gone up significantly 
in recent years in an attempt to attract more recruits). Nevertheless, 
President Lai will need to explain to Taiwanese voters why taxes must 
go up and/or why social welfare spending must go down. Although 
such moves are a hard sell in any democracy, we think the Taiwanese 
people will be far more amenable to such sacrifices if they can see that 
their tax dollars are being spent in ways that tangibly and meaningfully 
improve their nation’s defenses while also reducing the risk of an even 
costlier war. 

This is yet another benefit of creating a local defense force. By 
training in the communities they will defend, they will stand as tan-
gible proof that Taiwan can protect itself and that taxpayer money 
is being put to use in ways that can help Taiwan in times of war and 
peace. Moreover, depending on how a local defense corps is ultimately 
structured, they could meaningfully enhance Taiwanese defenses for 
pennies on the proverbial dollar. This has been the experience of the 
Estonian Defense League. With sixteen thousand members, it is larger 
than Estonia’s entire active-duty military. Yet because every member 
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is an unpaid volunteer, the Estonian government has to spend money 
only on training and gear.44

But to reiterate: the single biggest obstacle to rapid transformation 
emanates from within the MND itself. Under President Tsai, the MND 
resisted, slow-rolled, or watered down virtually every meaningful re-
form initiative.45 True, this problem is not unique to Taiwan. Military 
bureaucracies are notoriously resistant to change.46 Ukraine had to 
clean house within the ranks of its own military after 2014.47 Senior 
US officers, as discussed elsewhere in this book, have declined to manu-
facture precisely the antiship munitions needed to deter or defeat a PLA 
invasion of Taiwan. But the fact remains that any path toward mean-
ingful defense reform will need to deal with the MND’s entrenched 
bureaucratic interests and its institutional culture. 

If Taiwan’s new president is serious about deterring a catastrophic 
war, he will have no choice but to expend significant political capital to 
make the necessary changes, up to and including relieving any senior 
general or admiral who inhibits reform. Washington can and should 
help. And not simply by deploying a few dozen mobile teams prepared 
to conduct only small-unit training. Transformation, as we highlighted 
above, must be holistic.48 Washington should be prepared to support 
top-down, bottom-up, and inside-out reform through bilateral train-
ing in both Taiwan and the United States. Washington should also fa-
cilitate robust interaction between Taiwan’s military (and, hopefully, 
its local defense corps) and Ukrainian, Estonian, and Israeli training 
teams. Perhaps most important of all, Congress and the US president 
should be willing to play the “bad guy” by insisting on reform, even if 
it requires imposing clear conditions on Taipei. Doing so could prove 
invaluable in terms of letting Taiwan’s next president honestly claim 
that his hands are tied.

Regardless of how Lai Ching-te decides to pursue change, national 
defense reform must be his top priority. He must build a culture that 
will strengthen deterrence and ensure that Taiwan remains a guardian, 
rather than a victim, at the frontier of liberty and democracy. Simply 
put, Taiwan is not ready to go to war with the army it has. And it may 
have only limited time to build the army it needs.
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